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Perhaps most important, shortfalls between target and actual samples occurred. Understanding the magnitude of the shortfall and the reasons for i t are crucial to designing better evaluations.
Site Selection
Many of the field tests of youth employment programs involve multiple sites. The 9 randomized trials reviewed seriously by the committee, for example, involve a randomized experiment in each of 40 sites.
Very little Information is provided on site selection in final reports, however. The information is important for understanding the general context of the test, perhaps for understanding why the program succeeded or failed and why the evaluation was executed poorly or well, and for learning whether and how the evaluation might be replicated.
Final results need not provide great detail on site selection. Nonetheless, a reference, footnote, or paragraph ought to provide leads to accessible sources of written information on the topic.
Random Assignment
The specific method for randomly assigning individuals to alternative regimens is rarely reported. The methods may be mundane. Or they may be creative in the sense of being robust against indifference, incompetence, and corruption.  In any case, reporting on method is warranted in a footnote or appendix to assure the reader that indeed the study was carried out äs an experiment and to permit praise and criticism of the random assignment process [see Dobson and Cook (1979)],
For example, the specific mechanics of randomization are not described in any final report on youth employment projects listed in Section C of the Bibliography. There are no citations to reports that may contain the information.
But broad information is given by some.  The Tallmadge and Yuen report on the Career Intern Program, for instance, gives no detail except to say that assignment was by "lottery." The report on the OIC project (O'Malley et al., 1981:34) says that individuals were randomly assigned to program versus control groups but that "there's no firm assurance that in all cases the participants were randomly assigned."
The "most" detail on the topic is given in the final report for Project STEADY.  Grandy (1981:17) reports that "Project STEADY participants consisted of random samples of program applicants.  Site directors reported that all applicants drew a card from a hat, and on that card was the designation of participant or control." The randomization followed administration of tests and screening that determined eligibility and individuals' willingness to participate in the program.
Failure to report such crucial information is not confined to the youth employment reports.  In their review of medical research Journal articles, such äs the New England Journal of Medicine, for example, Der

